
Hybrid Plan MLM Software

Hybrid MLM Plan is a combination of multiple compensation plans. The most used combination is

Uni-level Plan and Binary Plan or Matrix plan and Binary plan. This can be customized as per the

MLM business requirements. This plan further improves the characteristics and capabilities of the

plans combined as it tries to eliminate the disadvantages of them.

How Does the Hybrid Plan Work?

As Hybrid MLM plan is a combination of multiple plans, it works with the characteristics of the

plans chosen. For example, if the Hybrid plan consists of Binary, Matrix and Uni-level plan, then

all the compensations and features that comes with these plans work together in Hybrid plan.

By having all the advantages of them, it helps the network to grow quicker and bigger.

Running your MLM business with a single plan will have its drawbacks depending on the plan

selected. By combining multiple plans in Hybrid plan, one plan's drawbacks can be overcome by

the other plan and this will help your MLM business to grow and become successful in a quick

way. All these reasons are why Hybrid MLM plan has been gaining its popularity day by day.
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Compensations in Hybrid MLM Software

1. Fast Start Bonus

Most companies set specific targets to be achieved by newly joined distributors within a

particular period of time. When these targets are met, these new recruits are paid the first start

bonus. Some companies may further go ahead to organize sales campaigns to boost sales and

these distributors gain the bonus after they have met the sales target.

2. Sponsor Bonus

This is otherwise known as the referral bonus. It is earned or paid when a user recruits new

members. It is necessary to motivate already existing users and to further enhance network

growth.
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3. Custom Bonus

This does not really refer to any particular bonus. However, the business administrator may see

the need for a particular bonus in accordance with the organisational requirement and may

design such a bonus with our Hybrid MLM Plan Software.

Advantages of Hybrid Plan

As Hybrid MLM plan is always a combination of multiple plans, it is always beneficial for both

company and distributors as they get the advantages of all the selected plans.

This plan helps in expanding the MLM business because of the high profitability.

This plan provides great earning opportunities being a combination of multiple plans, thus it

attracts more people.

The turnover of equipment is not only in the hands of sponsored members but also in

collaboration with the upline.

Combining one plan with another result in more rewarding options for both sponsors and

members.

Why Hybrid MLM for Hybrid MLM plan ?

Hybrid MLM Plan ensures better compensations and more bonus options as a result of combining

multiple plans, thus it attracts more members. HybridMLM software is completely designed and

powered to support the Hybrid MLM Plan. Our Hybrid plan is totally configurable and can also be

completely customized as per your requirements. We implement our special features and tools

which will deliver positive results like increase in sales, more earnings, bringing more consumers,

etc, in your MLM business.
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